using z-tree [4] . The subjects were incentivized to submit bids to (in expectation) maximize the profit in the GSP auctions as we paid cash proportional to the profit earned in the experiment.
The experiment simulated GSP auctions where three bidders compete for two advertisement-slots. A 2 by 2 experiment design was employed, varying click-through rates (CTRs) of the two ad-slots and the information about other bidders' value per click. In the high-ratio treatment (11-10), the CTRs of the two slots are close to each other in that the first slot gets 11 clicks and the second slot gets 10 clicks. In the low-ratio treatment (11-3), the CTRs are relatively far apart, 11 clicks for the first slot and 3 for the second. Both 11-10 and 11-3 treatments were conducted under static complete information and dynamic incomplete information settings. The static complete information setting follows the leading theories' assumptions [3, 9] while the dynamic incomplete information setting is closer in structure to how GSP auctions are conducted in practice. In the static complete information setting, all bidders know other bidders' values and participate in one-shot GSP auction while in the dynamic incomplete information setting, bidders do not know other bidders' values and participated in repeated GSP auctions. Fig. 1 show a sample data description of this dataset.
Experimental design, materials and methods
Total 6 sessions of experiment conducted, three sessions with 11-3 treatments and the other three with 11-10 treatment (see Table 1 ). Each experimental session started with 10 static complete information (SC) auctions, with new values randomly drawn from the interval [1, 100] in each auction. 1 These were followed by 8 dynamic incomplete information (DI) auctions with 10 rounds per auction, with new values randomly drawn from the interval [1, 100] . CTRs remained the same in each experimental session e 11-3 or 11-10. Instructions for the SC and DI parts were read separately prior to the start of the treatment in question. Subjects were randomly reassigned to three-person groups prior to the start of each auction. 
